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40% CO2 emissions!

Save Energy up to - 30%

Increase Indoor Comfort > 90% 



Who wins: computer vs human?



References: 900 000+ m²
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Buildings are complex by their nature



Thousands of parameters to observe 
and calibrate for an operator.  

Mistakes are inevitable and achieving 
continuously most optimal 

performance is a 

…routine and impossible optimization 
task for a skilled operator

…but not for a smart computer 
with unlimited calculation power



R8 Digital Operator works 24/7
... to ensure highly performing buildings:

Energy Efficiency

Comfortable 
Indoor Climate

Technical 
Condition



Machine Operated Systems

Traditional: building technical 

systems are sub-isolated and 

“managed” independently:

R8 Digital Operator synchronizes 

all sub-components by micro 

adjustments:



Save Energy and
Increase Indoor Comfort
at the same time



Complaints

Cost
€/m² 

HVAC design efficiency point

Optimal control

HVAC operational efficiency point

Goal is to achieve optimal indoor climate in all premises
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What is the perfect building 
indoor climate?

FM
Goals

Occupants
Preferences

?
=



FM
Preferences R8 Digital Operator

Real-time Interaction

Energy Indoor Climate

Indoor Climate Management 
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Data aggregation is a key to assess the perfect indoor climate
for R8 Digital Operator

Indoor Climate Data at heating season 

Underheated
= -€, ?

Overheated
= +€, ?



R8 Digital Operator works 24/7

Diagnostics Autopilot

AI-based operator analyses Big Data of the 

HVAC system. Detailed analyse of every 

mechanical component and the entire 

automatic system brings out all the 

anomalies and faults in the format of tasks.

AI-based operator ensures that rooms 

are heated, cooled and ventilated right 

time and right amount. At the same 

time up to 30% energy savings can be 

achieved! 



-20% maintenance and 

renewal cost reduction 
over the HVAC systems 
life cycle of 20 years.

Room temperature is too high, and fan-
coil has been working 97.6% of the time 
past 3 days. Check fan-coil.

Ventilation unit valve leakage has caused 
overconsumption of 500 €/week

Heating plant supply temperature set point 
is not achieved 75.2% of the time, average 
temperature difference 14.2°C. Check 
valve and heat exchanger.

Cooling circuit pump is not following the 
dynamic pressure set point. Check the 
pump and hydraulics. 

The room switches frequently between 
cooling and heating (35 times during the 
last 2 days). Calibrate room controller.

Diagnostics

Data driven fault 

detection with ticketing 
and validation.

10 times more precise 

HVAC systems fault 
detection compared to 
specialists.
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Diagnostics & Management 

Diagnostics

Transparency & 
Tasking

FM

Energy

Indoor 
Climate
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COMFORTABLE 
CLIMATE

LOWER ENERGY 
COSTS

Real time feedback

Predictions

Weather

Users' 
interactions

Energy prices

Indoor Climate 
Preferences

Control Scenarios

Other ecosystems’
data silos

Autopilot

Autonomous AI-driven 

control optimization that 
ensures indoor climate 
quality with minimal energy 
costs.

4 times per hour 
checks all the parameters 
and adjusts accordingly.

Up to -30% savings on 

total energy cost. 

(in average: 15%)

Supervised learning from historical data

Systems 
behavior

Building 
usage

Energy 
consumers
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BEFORE R8 
low transparency

WITH R8 
high transparency

Portfolio Management

Facility Management

Technical Management

Technical Operations

BMS

Indoor climate Technical conditionsEnergy performance

KPIs:

Information flow



Showcase: Court House, Tallinn

constructed

2017
48 813
datapoints

25 304 m²
office building

2 898 controllable
HVAC components



Every third
HVAC component
is underperforming
due to unused data and human error.
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Showcase: Court House, Tallinn
Thermal comfort increase from 60% to 90%

680 000 
setpoint changes

225 000+ 
kg CO2 savings

900+ faults and 

anomalies detected



Showcase: Court House, Tallinn
Energy consumption: 31.5% savings on total costs

680 000 
setpoint changes

225 000+ 
kg CO2 savings

900+ faults and 

anomalies detected



Unique value proposition:
R8 Digital Operator is results driven SaaS!

Installs easily - Remote set up without additional hardware;

Simple to use - Voluntary User Interface for analytics;

Results instead of monitoring, analytics, consulting etc only; 

Results oriented pricing and 100% money back guarantee.



R8tech in numbers:

founded in 2017founded in 2017

18 countries

500 000+ datapoints

15M+ kg CO2 savings

900 000+ m² portfolio size



Siim Täkker
CEO

Thank You!



12 - 13 October 2022 - ExCeL, London

We look forward to seeing you in 2022 at ExCeL, London


